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NMR or Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 

●  Physical phenomenon 
●   Nuclei in a strong constant magnetic field are 

perturbed
●  A weak oscillating magnetic field  perturbed it
● This respond by producing an electromagnetic 

signal with a frequency characteristic.
● Occurs near resonance, when the oscillation 

frequency matches the intrinsic frequency of the 
nuclei.

● Depends on the strength of the static magnetic 
field, the chemical environment, and the magnetic 
properties of the isotope involved



NMR History
 ● Isidor Rabi:Nuclear magnetic resonance 

was first described and measured in 
molecular beams 

● Felix Bloch and Edward Mills 
Purcell expanded the technique for use on 
liquids and solids

● Russell H. Varian filed the "Method and 
means for correlating”

● The development of NMR  parallels the 
development of electromagnetic technology 
and advanced electronics  



Set up of the 
NMR





How does NMR work?

When molecules are placed in a 
strong magnetic field, the nuclei of 
some atoms will begin to behave like 
small magnets. If a broad spectrum 
of radio frequency waves are applied 
to the sample, the nuclei will begin to 
resonate at their own specific 
frequencies.



Uses of the MRN

● Arrangement of chemical bonds
● Arrangement of atoms in space 
● Interaccion of molecules or parts of molecules 
● Movement of molecules or parts of molecules 



Crystal that can change 
the colour of light



What are colours? 

● Physically: photons 
travelling at different 
wavelenghts



● Biologically colours are formed 
differently than physically

● Our eyes have cone cells for red, 
blue and green light (RGB) 



Fun fact:
Why do people see red differently?



Light defraction 



Pulsar laser

Nanoseconds between pulses

Femtosecons pulses itselves



Light and crystals

When light goes through crystal its wave length changes

 What we saw: the red light of laser changed from red to 
blue/violet after going through the crystal - the frequency 
was doubled (=wave length shorten two times)

 

- If you send the light throught much more crystals the 
wave length can be even  1 000 times shorten - out of 
visible section.

- Short wave can go throught almost everything (except 
water and metal))



Light speed in different substances

laser going through air laser going through vacuum laser going through paper

● Red line is the original one (in air)
● Black line is the new one


